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Graduate of Society
Fall/Winter Season 2019 for Women

Create
Your
Norm

Throughout my life, I’ve grappled with what is normal. The pressure

I wanted this collection to reflect my journey and my awakening.

of societal norms, the good career choices, the right relationships,

Some of the designs feature fringes and tiers of layers which

even the “normal” heartache. Being forced to face all these “normal”

symbolize growth, movement, progress, and moving on from the

things added to my G status. Lol.

past.

All jokes aside I had to dive in head first and peel back all the

The metallics and sequins symbolize the rebirth and becoming the

layers of what I was told was accepted by society. Unraveling my

brand new version of yourself. The shine also symbolizes that you’re

experiences and discovering who I am at this raw state was when I

a star and the refusal to let anyone dim your light/shine that you have

was discovered who I truly am as a designer. The woman I am and

to offer the world. I’ve mixed a lot of structural pieces with some soft

meant to be, not who society said I should be. Which gave birth to the

silhouettes to show the complexities of being a woman. We’re told

Graduate of Society Collection.

to be delicate but then world hits us with some BS, we need to wear
our armor. So you’ll see a few power suits and power pieces that will

The Graduate of Society Collection is close to my heart because it

have you and your girl army ready to take on the world.

represents liberation, girl power, independence, and the power of
growth.

This collection pays homage and salutes all the women that are

A graduate is a person who owns and embraces their flaws, turning

doing their thing, making their own path, and creating their normal.

them into their strengths. They’ve listened to everything Society had
to offer but they’re making their own path and rules.

Kristian Lopez

1.
Executive Long Coat
Materials:
- Red Sequins
- Red Satin

Item Description
The Execute Long Coat will definitely
turn heads when you walk into a room.
The structure of this this coat combined
the red sequin commands attention
and exudes power. You can wear this to
formal events or wear this as the focal
piece of your look. Pair the Executive
Long Coat with the Double Zip Side
Hustle Trousers to be a full vision.

Double Zipper Side Hustle Trouser
Materials:
- Red Sequins
- Red Satin

Item Description
The Double Zipper Side Hustle trouser is a fun
piece. These trousers are ideal for the shopper
that’s constantly on the go that needs utility
and glamor. The multi pockets, functioning
side seam zippers allows the shopper to be
comfortable and event ready.
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2.
Rosie Jumpsuit
Materials:
- Stretch Denim
- Poly Lining

Item Description
The Denim Rosie Jumpsuit is a good
piece for when you’re on the go, running
errands in Brooklyn, back and forth to
the City and brunching with your family
or friends.
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3.
The Graduate Of Society Letterman Jacket
Materials
- 100% Wool
- Poly lining

Item Description
The Graduate of Society Letterman Jacket is a great
for transitional seasons. The drop shoulder highlights
the double armband and leads the eye to the Graduate
of Society Crest. A Graduate of Society is a person that
doesn’t adhere to societal pressures and opinions. A
Graduate of Society is a person that takes the off-beaten
path to success that creates their norm.

Commander Joggers
Materials
-Wool Garbardine

Item Description
The Commander joggers combines
classic, formal fabric with a relax
casual silhouette, which commands the
attention with little effort.
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4.
Tier Lace Pants
Materials:
- Synthetic Polka Dot Mesh Lace

Item Description
These pants are a fun pair to wear. The
multi tiers of lace represents personal
growth. Being able to see how far you’ve
came and your potential to continue to
go forward. (Black bloomers are not
included)
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5.
Headmaster Blazer
Materials
- 98% Spun Polyester/ 2% Spandex
- Satin Lining

Item Description
The Headmaster Blazer is for the alpha
female that commands attention
whenever she walks into the room. The
boustier is connected to the blazer adds
sex appeal to the classic silhouette.

The Fringe Progress Pant
Materials
- 98% Spun Polyester/ 2% Spandex

Item Description
The Fringe Progress pant represents
moving forward with life and leaving your
past behind.
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6.
The Sequin Color Block Mod Dress
Materials
- White Sequin
- Black Sequin

Item Description
The sequin color block mod dress can be worn
for both casual and formal events. Dress this
look up with heels or dress it down with a pair
of sneakers. This item can take you from day
to night.
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7.
Long Sleeve Suspension Top
Materials
- Garbardine
- Mesh

Item Description
This sexy little top will capture the eyes
of everyone in the room. Lorén’s teasing
combination of the gabardine and mesh,
creates the illusion the top is suspended in
the middle of woman’s torso. Leaving her
admirers in awe.

Prestige Pleated Skort
Materials
- 98% Spun Polyester / 2% Spandex
- Mesh and lace

Item Description
The Prestige pleated skort is for the
daring. It’s a fun play on the traditional
pleated school girl skirt. The sheer A-line
overlay adds a flirtation flare, however the
bloomers are built-in for coverage.
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8.
Relax Fit Blazer
Materials
- Black Sequins
- Satin Lining
- Hook and Eye Closure

Item Description

Hollywood High Waist Pant

This is sequin blazer is perfect for any
occasion. The relax fit of the blazer
paired with the embellished fabric is
the perfect combination that allows this
piece to be worn in multiple settings. The
blazer can be worn for formal events and
in casual settings. Pair this blazer with
the sequin Hollywood High waist pant for
the full look for a comfortable glam look
with minimum effort. You can wear this
blazer as a blazer dress for a night out.

Materials
- Black Sequins

Item Description
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Shimmer and shine in the Hollywood
High Waist pants. These pants can be
worn casual and for a dressy occasion.
Pair these trousers with the Relax Fit
Sequin Blazer for a comfortable glam
look with minimum effort.
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9.
Chancellor High Slit Pant
Materials
- 98% Spun Polyster/ 2% Spandex

Item Description
These pants embody the perfect balance
of sporty, elegance and sex appeal. The
high slit paired with the tuxedo stripe
permits effortless style.
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10.
The Guardian Trouser
Materials
- Silver Lame
( 62% Rayon 21% Metal 17% PU)

Item Description
A classic pair of high-waist cropped
trouser.

The Guardian Blouse
Materials
- Silver Lame
( 62% Rayon 21% Metal 17% PU)

Item Description
The loose silhouette paired with the
metallic fabric allows for comfort and
glam.
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11.
The Momentum Jacket
Materials
- 98% Spun Polyester / 2% Spandex
- Satin Lining

Item Description
The Momentum jacket is a great piece
for those that require minimum effort to
achieve fashion and comfort. The fringe
sleeves give the classic jacket a modern,
fun update. The movement of the fringe
sleeves are symbolic of progress and
moving forward from the past.
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